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The Journal Usage Statistics
Portal (JUSP)

JUSP welcomes new
participant

The Journal Usage Statistics Portal
(JUSP) is a Jisc-funded service that
provides a “one-stop shop” for
libraries to view, download and analyse
their journal usage reports from
multiple publishers. It responds to
current financial challenges with time
and cost saving benefits.

We are pleased to welcome
Bradford College who
joined JUSP this month,
bringing the total number
of participants to 174.

Ebooks update

CILIP Conference
2-3 July

Work on the JUSP ebooks project is continuing.
This month we have carried out further testing and evaluation of COUNTER book
reports.
In addition, an initial survey has been sent out to the sample libraries to help gain
an understanding of the current state of ebook usage data collection and analysis.
We have also sought feedback on the features that would be desirable in the JUSP
ebooks service.

Come and join Jo Alcock,
from the JUSP team, at her
masterclass on using usage
statistics to demonstrate
value.
http://cilipconference2015.
org.uk/programme/

Making the Most of JUSP workshop, London, 11th June

Contact Us

We still have a few places left at our next workshop which will take place at the
University of Westminster, London, on June 11th.

You can keep up-to-date
with project developments
by visiting our website
www.jusp.mimas.ac.uk.

The workshop will provide you with an opportunity to:
Learn more about how JUSP can help you understand e-journal usage and
introduce you to some of its more advanced features

We welcome your views on
your experience of using
the website and portal.

Exchange experiences with other members of the JUSP community
Find out more about how JUSP is interoperable with other services including KB+
Provide feedback to the JUSP team to inform development of the service
Book your place at: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/making-the-most-ofjusplondon-tickets-15417917406

Join us on Twitter @JUSPSTATS

JUSP is funded by Jisc

Please get in touch if you
have comments, questions
or ideas for future
developments.

Email jusp@mimas.ac.uk

April 2015
Core titles update

Latest webinar recording available

Core titles from JUSP have now been copied across to
KB+ and our colleagues there have been undertaking
the required development work.

Following our ‘JUSP in practice’ webinar where
speakers from three of our participating institutions
spoke about how they used JUSP, the recordings from
the webinar are now available on the Events and
Training page of our website as follows:

Following user testing and implementation by KB of
any further changes identified during testing, the
system will be made live.
JUSP systems have been updated in readiness for this.
We will keep you informed via the JUSPlibraries
mailing list when we have further information.

Slides:
http://jusp.mimas.ac.uk/docs/webinars/JUSPinpractic
e.pptx
Audio:
http://jusp.mimas.ac.uk/docs/webinars/JUSPinpractic
e.mp3
Video:
http://jusp.mimas.ac.uk/docs/webinars/JUSPinpractic
e.mov

How do I….?

Data updates

If you are new to JUSP or an infrequent user, you may
have questions about how you perform certain tasks or
see certain information in JUSP.

We are liaising with publishers whose data are moving
off the Metapress platform and will keep you updated
via the JUSPlibraries mailing list as to the availability of
their usage statistics.

We have a collection of support materials including
guides to reports (http://jusp.mimas.ac.uk/guides-toreports/), an FAQ (http://jusp.mimas.ac.uk/faq/), use
cases (http://jusp.mimas.ac.uk/use-cases/) and a
glossary (http://jusp.mimas.ac.uk/glossary/).

We are pleased to report that, following Emerald’s
move to a new platform last year, up to date JR1, JR1a
and JR1 GOA data are now available in JUSP.

To assist you in using these, we have scheduled a series
of tweets asking a number of these ‘How do I…@
questions and pointing you to locations where you will
find that information on the JUSP website. You can
follow JUSP on Twitter at @JUSPSTATS.
If you have a question that you don’t see an answer to or
if you need more detailed information about anything,
please feel free to contact the JUSP helpdesk at any time
jusp@mimas.ac.uk. We recommend that you send your
queries to the helpdesk rather than to a specific
member of the JUSP team as this will enable us to
forward your query to the most appropriate person.

Join us on Twitter @JUSPSTATS
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Email jusp@mimas.ac.uk

